
INDEX

account, action of
origins of, 65
purpose of, 65
reasons for rarity of cases in the king’s courts

in the first half of the thirteenth
century, 65

statutory authorisation of special process
against landless bailiffs in, 65

drastic nature of, 66
possible explanations for, 65–6
see also monstravit de compoto

accountability of socage guardians for wardship
of lands held by socage

action to enforce, based on legislation
none created prior to 1267, 348
only created in 1277–8, 348–9
pleaded cases, 352, 353–4, 355–6, 357,

358–61
questionable whether or not available in
respect of lands on ancient demesne,
356–7

value of heir’s marriage in, 353–4, 361
variant non-returnable writ form to
initiate litigation in county court,
351

variant writ form drafted for use against
executors of socage guardian, 350

variant writ form drafted for use against
lord usurping wardship, 349–50

variant writ form drafted for use for land
held in gavelkind, 350

common law action of account not used to
enforce prior to 1267, 348

doubt whether husband was responsible
alone after the death of a wife, whose
right wardship was, 356

legislation on
amendment of, for the Statute of
Marlborough, 190

draft legislation on, 69
justices mention in awarding judgment in

1262, 125–6

possible origins of, 68–9
promised in February 1259, 68

local enforcement of
after 1267, 351–2
prior to 1259, 67–8
through non-returnable statutory writ of
account, 351

aiel, writ of
creation of, 54
arguments in defence of, 55

lords seen as main defendants, 55
reasons for this, 55

Alexander IV, pope, and the negocium Sicilie,
17

Amiens, Mise of (1264), 165
submission made to Louis IX for, about

matters requiring reform in 1258, 49

‘bane’, physical object which caused death,
80

Basset, Philip, king’s appointee to justiciarship
in June 1261, 106

beaupleder fine
connexion with criminal pleas, 88
legislation on
action of replevin enforcing, 300
draft text of, 90
drafting error in text of, 90
litigation by writ to enforce, 296–7
plaints and presentments to enforce,

120–1, 297–9
substantive revisions in 1263 reissue of
Provisions, 147–8

writs of prohibition to enforce, 119–20,
173, 296

misidentification with fine for miskenning,
87–8

reasons for payment
by county at eyre, 88–9
by presentment jury at sheriff ’s tourn or
view of frankpledge, 89–90

tendency to become fixed payments, 90
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benefit of clergy, penalisation of sureties of
bailed cleric claiming, 82

legislation prohibiting
as enacted, 133
as proposed, 83

purported reasons for, 82
recent origins of practice, 82

Bigod, Hugh, baronial justiciar, 68–9, 84, 100,
122

Bracton
doctrine on obligation to perform suit of

court, 48
on need to enquire into county customs in

relation to murdrum fine at beginning of
eyre, 79

regards payment of murdrum for accidental
deaths as abuse, 79

suggests awarding of damages when lord
impedes succession or commits waste,
56

Brevia Placitata, arguments rehearsed in, relating
to suit of court, 49, 50

castellans, replacement of, 19
charters granting land for a fixed service ‘for all

service’, Statute of Marlborough ch. 9
on effect of, 189–90

change to more literal and faithful
interpretation of, in replevin cases from
1303 onwards, 259–62

restrictive interpretation of, adopted in
replevin cases prior to early fourteenth
century, 257

in relation to charters of feoffment,
257–8

in relation to charters of confirmation,
258–9

clerical council of 1258, decrees on suit of
court, 49

Close Rolls, of Chancery
draft writs enrolled on, 180–1
new writs enrolled as specimens on, 97, 109,

115, 118, 363–4
Committee of Twenty-four
date of first meeting, 18
decisions made by, 19–20
king’s agreement to establishment of, 16,

17–18
magnate reasons for demanding, 18
role of its baronial members in the drafting

of the Petition of the Barons, 22
timetable for completion of its work, 17

Common Bench at Westminster
return days in, 70
system for making adjournments in, 70, 71

discretionary variations in prior to 1259,
71–2

proposals for legislative changes in, 72–3
terms in, 69–70

contra formam feoffamenti, tenant’s action against
lords distraining unjustly for suit of
court

actions of, brought in King’s Bench, 218
attempted usurpation of suit after 1259

despite existence of, 113
extension to cover suit owed to communal

courts
accepted by Chancery in issuing writs,

114, 212–13
not accepted by the courts, 114, 212

first of new remedies made available from
Chancery, 109

first writ to initiate, issued in January 1260,
109

form of writ to initiate, as drafted, 109,
111–13

copied on to Close Roll, 109
rehearsal of authority behind legislation
in, 111–13, 169, 207–8

introduction of preliminary prohibition in,
214–15

judgment by default in
as originally proposed, 52
cases in which given, 215–16
cases in which unsuccessfully requested by
plaintiffs, 216–17

reasons why so few cases where awarded,
217–18

mesne process established by legislation in,
134

how far followed in practice between
1260 and 1263, 134–5

how far followed in practice in 1263, 176
how far followed in practice between

1267 and 1307, 213–15
other writs issued in 1260–1, 109–10
other writs issued in 1263, 169
pleaded cases of, between 1259 and January

1263, 113–14
where attempted use to attack distraint for
suit to hundred court failed, 114

where lord said distraint justified as seised
of suit before 1230, 113

where lord said distraint made against
third party (mesne), 114

where lord said distraint made for arrears
of rent, 114

where lord said distraint made to secure
plaintiff ’s attendance to answer case,
113–14
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contra formam feoffamenti (cont.)
pleaded cases of, between 1267 and 1307
courts to which suit being claimed
mentioned in, 240

defences pleaded in, 230, 231–4
defendants in, 228–30, 239
form of plaintiff ’s count in, 224–8
generally involve tenant claiming freedom
from suit and lord claiming suit every
three weeks, 230

majority heard in Common Bench, 218
no cases where lords based claim to suit
on wording of tenant’s charter, 230–1

numbers and annual averages, 218
outcome of, 242
plaintiffs in, 238–9
pleading of charters granting for fixed
service ‘for all service’ in, 235, 236–7,
238

reasons for relative infrequency, 219–23
prohibition issued in the Exchequer, 218
restrictions on availability of action
could not be used by sub-tenant whose
chattels taken, 220

could not be used by tenant where
sub-tenant whose chattels taken, 220–1

persistent doubts about whether available
to those whose title to the tenement
concerned was by acquisition, 221–3

resumption of issuing of writs after January
1263, 168

special writ forms issued related to
for Rutland eyre of April 1263, 168–9
for case pleaded in Common Bench in

1288, 213
for inquiry into claim by bailiff of
escheated honours in king’s hands,
218–19

suspension of issuing of writs by end of
1261, 110–11

possible explanations for, 111
see also limitation dates; suit of court to

seignorial courts
coroner’s inquests, obligation of attendance at,

81
legislative reform regulating, 132
county community reminds justices of,

132
disregard of, in 1262–3, 132–3
Statute of Marlborough eviscerates, 191,

285
penalisation of villages for failure to fulfil, 81
proposed legislation to restrict power to
impose, 82

possible extension of, 81

complaints about in the Petition of the
Barons, 81

proposed legislation to reform, 81–2
cosinage, writ of
creation of, 54
arguments in defence of, 55

lord seen as main defendant, 55
reasons for this, 55

covenant, action of
creation of, 63
reasons little used in royal courts in first half

of thirteenth century, 63
use for enforcing terms of leases, 63

criminal justice system
limited nature of proposed reforms in, 77

damages
demands for awarding against lord

committing waste at succession, 56
not available prior to 1259 against lords

impeding hereditary succession, 55–6
not available prior to 1259 for waste

committed by lords while in possession
at a succession, 56

suggestions in Bracton for awarding against
lords for wrongful actions at succession,
56

deception, writ of, for bailiffs with lands
attached by their bodies by monstravit de
compoto

damages awarded in, 332–3
first writ of, in King’s Bench in 1294, 324–5
for non-returnable London monstravit, 324

modified second writ of, in King’s Bench in
1298, 325

third writ of, in the Common Bench in
1299, 325–6

later actions of, in the Common Bench,
326–7

no evidence of existence prior to 1294,
323–4

required process to have been used in
monstravit, 332

Despenser, Hugh le, justiciar, 120
Dictum of Kenilworth (October 1266)
recommendations on modification of policy

of disinheritance of rebels, 185
recommendations on other measures needed

to re-establish royal authority, 185–6
relationship to first four chapters of the
Statute of Marlborough, 192

Dies communes de dote, 304
distraint by chattels
distrainee’s options, 95–6
legitimate uses of, 94
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distraint by chattels, excessive, rules prohibiting
codified in Statute of Marlborough, 194,

366
enforced from 1278 by an article of the
eyre, 366

re-enacted in Districciones Scaccarii (1275),
366

distraint by chattels, rules about use of, 94–5
codification in Provisions of Westminster,

95
further codified in the Statute of

Marlborough, 192, 193–4
writ apparently based on, but in fact
pre-statutory, 363–5

distraint in highways, rules prohibiting, 95
breach commonly alleged in common law

actions of replevin, 376
covers distraint in navigable waterway

(Thames), 372
legislative reaffirmation of, 95
possible exception for lord with lands on
both sides of highway finding animals
grazing there, 373

possible omission from the Statute of
Marlborough, 189

distraint outside the fee, rules prohibiting, 94
invoked in common law actions of replevin,

376–7
legislative affirmation of, 95
article of the eyre enforcing, 375
article of the sheriff ’s tourn enforcing, 375
invoked in 1261, 125
possible omission from the Statute of
Marlborough, 189

reaffirmed by Statute of Westminster I
(1275), ch. 16, 375

possible exception for animals found in
damage and taken in hot pursuit in
other fee, 373

distraint outside lord’s fee or in the highway,
statutory writ enforcing rules
prohibiting

additional clauses in, 370–1
created shortly before Easter term 1271,

370
form of, 369–70
modification in early 1290s, 370
pleaded cases in the Common Bench
annual totals, 371
delay between distraint and pleading of
case, 371

distresses said to have been taken in, 371
distribution as between allegations of
distraint outside fee and distraint in
highway, 371

pleading by defendants in, 372, 373, 374,
375

total number, 371
see also replevin

driving or taking of distresses outside county
where distraint made, rules prohibiting

codified in the Statute of Marlborough, 194,
366

codified in the Statute of Westminster I,
367

enforced from 1278 by an article of the
eyre, 366

writ for enforcement, 365–6
Districciones Scaccarii (1275), legislation, 366
dower claims
wish to settle quickly, 72

dower unde nichil habet, action of
length of adjournments in, between 1260

and 1263, 137–8
proposals for shorter adjournments in, 72, 73
revision of legislation on adjournments in

1263 reissue, 148
application of, between 1263 and 1267,

177
application of, after 1267, 302–4

ecclesiastical benefices, litigation about vacant
arrangements for dealing with the

defendant’s continued absence in
not needed in darrein presentment, 73
required in quare impedit, 73–4

shorter adjournments in
as authorised in 1259, 72–3
common prior to 1259, 71–2
in practice between 1260 and 1263, 138–9
in practice between 1263 and 1267, 177–8
in practice after 1267, 304–5
legislation cited in royal mandate of 1284,

306
proposed legislative confirmation of
practice of, 72

entry, writs of
close early relationship with writs of right,

153
early types of, existing prior to 1215, 152–3
judgment in, no bar to writs of right, 152
jury trial characteristic of, 152
limitation periods applicable in, 154
Magna Carta (1215), cl. 34 and, 153–4
nature of, 151
only available ‘within the degrees’ prior to

1263, 155
difficulty in drafting writs disregarding
this, 160

how this calculated, 155–6
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entry, writs of (cont.)
proposals to alter this made in 1258–9,

157–9
requirement to show how land had passed to

current tenant, 152
restrictions on remoteness of ancestor who

had lost or granted the land, 155
situations covered by, 151–2
types created after 1215, 154

entry, writs of, in the post
comparison of numbers of, with numbers of

writs of right, in 1250, 1270 and 1290,
337–8

draft forms enrolled in March 1263, 180–1
effects of creation, on numbers of writs of

right, 338–9
first example pleaded in 1263 Rutland eyre,

181
second example pleaded in Hilary 1267,

181–2
objection to form, as without proper
authorisation, 181–2

full range of writs available by 1272,
336–7

responsibility for drafting of, 179–80
essoins, warranting of, older practice of royal

courts in relation to, 103
later relaxation of, 103–4

essoins, warranting of, practice of local courts
relating to, 104

legislation to relax
in draft form, 104–5
as enacted, 380
evidence of being disregarded at
Wakefield in 1274–5, 381

Evesham, battle of (August 1265), 165,
185

Exchequer
enforcement of legislation through, 116,

170–3, 286–7, 296
execution of judgments of king’s courts,

impediment of
statutory prohibition of, under ch. 3 of the

Statute of Marlborough, 193–4
article of the eyre enforcing, 368–9
punishment for breaches, 193–4
trespassory writ enforcing, 367–8

exemptions from jury service, royal charters of
complaints about, in the Petition of the

Barons, 76
legislative authority for overriding
application in 1261, 127–8
application in 1280–1, 333
did not solve problems of finding knights
for grand assize, 334

problems posed by, for the administration of
justice, 75

proposed legislation to override, 76
extension of, 76

general eyre, sessions of the
amercement of freeholders not present when

vouched to warranty at, 92
draft legislation to prohibit, 92
legislation prohibiting, observance
between 1259 and 1263, 127

legislation prohibiting, observed after
1267, 334

amercement of freeholders when absent
defendants at, 92

attendance required by writ of summons, 91
purpose of, 91

length of stay required of those summoned,
91

becomes more burdensome, 91
Gloucester (1278), Statute of
chapter 1, 272
chapter 5, 345–6

Hall, G.D.G., legal historian, 5
Hawkins, William, serjeant at law and editor of

Statutes at Large, 2
Henry III, king
appeals to wider community for support

against baronial council, 31–2, 33, 107
appoints own candidates to posts of justiciar

and chancellor, 106
clauses inserted into the Provisions of

Westminster to safeguard his rights,
35–6

oath taken on his behalf in May 1258 and its
context, 15–16, 18

publishes papal bulls absolving him from
oath to observe ordinances of
reformers, 106, 107

see also Provisions of Westminster as reissued
in 1263

hereditary succession
damages made generally available against all

defendants who had impeded after 1278
by Statute of Gloucester, ch. 1, 272

deficiencies in king’s court remedies for
enforcement of, 55–6

demands for reform in law relating to, 56
draft legislation on reforms in law relating to,

57
early routine involvement of king’s courts in

enforcement of, 54
extension of scope of remedies to more

remote heirs from the 1230s, 54
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legislation authorising awarding of damages
when lords held over after wardship

applied in assizes of mort d’ancestor in
1261–2, 124

applied in assize of mort d’ancestor in
1267 before enactment of Statute of
Marlborough, 174

applied in assize of mort d’ancestor and
related actions after 1267, 272

applied retrospectively for period prior to
1259, 124

extension from 1262 to cover lord’s
usurpation of wardship of lands held in
socage, 124, 272

legislation authorising awarding of damages
when lords refused to allow entry of
heir already of age

applied in assizes of mort d’ancestor in
1260–1, 125

applied in assize of mort d’ancestor in
1263, 174

applied in assize of mort d’ancestor and
related actions after 1267, 272

applied only for period since 1259, 125
specific insertion in Statute of Marlborough

of clause preserving king’s rights at, in
case of tenants in chief, 190

intrusion during vacancies in religious houses,
action for

brought by writ resembling congeners of
mort d’ancestor, 343–4

brought by writ resembling writs of
intrusion, 344–5

new remedy created by 1263 Provisions,
150

used in 1263, 182–3

Jacob, E.F., historian, 3, 4, 5
judgment by default
authorised by Provisions of Westminster in

contra formam feoffamenti
as originally proposed, 52
cases in which given, 215–16
cases in which unsuccessfully requested by
plaintiffs, 216–17

reasons why so few cases were awarded,
217–18

authorised by Provisions of Westminster in
quare impedit, 74

damages awarded under provisions of
Statute of Westminster II (1285), ch. 5,
309

evidence for application prior to 1267, 176
evidence for application after 1267, 307

extension by court to defaults after
appearance, 309

possible precedent for, 75
problem where co-defendant wife
defaulted, 308

problems when defendant had no lands in
county where church situated, 307–8

problem where successful plaintiff an
ecclesiastic, 308–9

authorised by Statute of Marlborough in
writ of right of wardship, 203–4

cases where related procedures applied in
practice, 310–11

commonly not applied, 311
possible reasons for non-application, 311

proposed in lord’s action for withdrawal of
suit of court, 52, 53

justiciar
dismissal of conciliar appointee to post of, in

November 1263, 165
dismissal of royal appointee to post of, in July

1263, 165
revival of office of, 19
role in hearing complaints, 20, 24, 27, 39
see also Basset, Bigod; Despenser

King’s Bench, court of, enforcement of
legislation in, 218, 316, 324–5

king’s council
given responsibility for drafting writs of

entry outside the degrees in January
1263, 160

recovers control of government machinery
in July 1263, 165

king’s council, as reconstituted in 1258–9
appointment of members in July 1258, 19
assumes responsibility for reforms in 1258,

24, 25
awareness of need to secure public support

for reform, 26
changes in composition, 38, 106
major office-holders made responsible to, 19
meeting planned for Michaelmas 1258, 24
sub-committee appointed to consider law

reform, 26–7, 41
sub-committees appointed for various

reforms, 38–9
Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, agreement for

arbitration between king and reformers
made at, in November 1261, 106

knights
numbers required for various legal processes,

75
solutions to problems of inadequate numbers

in particular counties, 75–6
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leases
action of covenant to enforce terms, 63
legislation requiring specific written

authorisation for lessees to commit
waste during, 63–4

possible reasons for, 64
legislation of the baronial reform period
attempts of king and magnates to take credit

for, 391–2
discussions of the background to and

evolution of, 3–5
discussions of the use and interpretation of, 5
drafting errors in, 90, 93
evidence for enforcement between 1259 and

1267 summarised, 397–9
importance of establishing the contemporary

legal context of, 388–90
marks break in scale of legislative activity, 409
pioneering attempt to alter court procedures

in, 410
pioneering attempt at detailed treatment of

specific area of law in, 409–10
rediscovery of the texts of, 2–3
see also Provisions of Westminster; Statute of

Marlborough
legislation of the reign of Henry III
previous work on, 1–2
small scale of, 409

Lewes, battle of (May 1264), 165
limitation dates applicable in contra formam

feoffamenti (date before which lord
required to have been seised of suit)

Henry III’s first voyage to Brittany (1230)
as date specified in Provisions of
Westminster and Statute of
Marlborough, 208

reversion to (in 1303) as result of
judgment in case, 209–10

Henry III’s first voyage to Gascony (1242)
as date specified in chancery writs
between 1277 and 1303, 208

cases prior to 1303 where argued this date
unwarranted by statute, 210–12

change to, connected with Statute of
Westminster I (1275), ch. 39, 208

local grievances
arrangements to collect
four knights appointed in each county to
bring record to Westminster for council
meeting, 24, 27

four knights to investigate wrongdoing,
24

arrangements to remedy
through justiciar, 20, 24, 27, 39
through local commissioners, 40

through special eyre sessions, 40–1, 106
through visitation of general eyre, 39–40

complaints received by four knights, 20, 24
possible input into the penultimate French
draft of the Provisions of Westminster,
35

possible input into the Providencia
Baronum, 30

London
city courts see monstravit de compoto
Inns of Court

readings of the statutes at, 1
New Temple
Latin text of the Providencia Baronum
published there in March 1259, 32

law reform discussed there in summer of
1258, 25

lord–tenant relationship
antagonistic nature of, 42–3
tenants favoured by reforms in, 43
see also hereditary succession; suit of court

Luard, H.R., editor, 3

Magna Carta
clause 34 and writs of entry, 153–4
confirmation in the Statute of Marlborough,

194–5
contrasted with Provisions of Westminster,

391
Maitland, F.W., legal historian, 88, 156
manuscripts, discussion of
Bodleian MS. Bodley 91, 142–3
Bodleian MS. Douce 139, 140–2
PRO E 164/24, 161–2

Matthew Paris, chronicler, 32
Merton, Provisions of (1236)
contrasted with Provisions of Westminster,

391
local trial of redisseisin under ch. 4 of, 195–6

Merton, Walter of, king’s appointee to
chancellorship in June 1261 and 1272
and bishop of Rochester, 106

brings writ alleging intrusion into lands of
see in 1274 and 1276, 343

involvement in litigation that lies behind part
of ch. 6 of the Statute of Marlborough,
200, 202

suspends issue of writs of contra formam
feoffamenti, 111

tradition ascribing to him responsibility for
draftingwrits of entry in the post, 179–80

mesne process after joinder of issue
abbreviated even before 1263, 148–9
further reduction under 1263 reissue of

Provisions, 149
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applied in practice between 1267 and
1285, 312

provisions superseded by ch. 27 of Statute
of Westminster II (1285), 312

mesne process before appearance, to secure
attendance of defendants in personal
actions

abbreviation of, in quare impedit cases, 74
general reduction of, in 1263 reissue of

Provisions, 148
observance of between 1263 and 1267,

176
observance of after 1275, 306–7

stages in by 1259, 73–4
Middleton, Richard of, royal justice and

chancellor
tradition ascribing to him role in drafting of

writs of entry in the post, 180
Milsom, S.F.C., legal historian, 156
monstravit de compoto, statutory writ authorising

attachment of landless bailiffs by their
bodies

evidence of continued use of non-returnable
London writ, 316–18

problem of identification on rolls of
husting, 316–17, 318–20

exception for the defendant, of his
possession of sufficient lands, 327–8

if disproved, followed by further issue,
329

first (non-returnable) form of writ drafted in
1260, 117–18

continued use down to 1307, 313
copied on to Close Roll, 118
for use in London, 118
form of, 117–18
not available in other cities or in county
courts, 313

process authorised by, 118
frequency of use after 1267, 315–16
but rarity in eyre, 316
single case in King’s Bench in 1305, 316

initial process on, after 1267, 318–20
doubt whether or not arrest followed by
mainprise allowed as, 318–20

mesne process followed in, after 1267, 320–1
use of capias in, 320–1
use of exaction to outlawry in, after
Statute of Westminster II (1285), ch. 11,
321

problems of identifying on the plea rolls after
mid-1290s, 315–16

procedure required to obtain, 313–14
process followed in action between 1260 and

1263, 135–6

question of whether available only against
landless bailiffs or whether might also
be used against those with ‘insufficient’
lands, 329–31

question of whether available where
defendant had lands only in another
county, 331–2

relative ineffectiveness of writ in securing
appearance of defendants, 321–2

restricted availability between 1267 and
1280, 314

second (returnable) form of writ drafted by
1261, 118

for return to the Common Bench, 118
process authorised by, 119

special Exchequer version of writ issued in
1263, 172–3

different understanding of legislation
implied by, 173

surviving original writ of 1272, 313
use against ‘receivers’ as well as bailiffs, 322–3
use against socage guardians, no evidence of,

323
see also deception, writ of

Montfort, Peter de, member of king’s council,
whose name used in draft new writ, 158

mort d’ancestor, assize of
creation and scope of, 54
damages not awarded in, 55–6
lords seen as main defendants, 55
reasons for this, 55

Mortimer, Roger de, member of king’s council
whose name used in draft new writ, 158

mortmain, alienation into
consequences of, 58
controls exercised over prior to 1259, 60–1
definition, 58
demands for more control over in the

Petition of the Barons, 61
desirability of seignorial controls over, 60
legislative imposition of requirement of

seignorial consent for
invoked in judgment of 1260, 126
invoked in 1264 litigation despite repeal,

183–4
invoked in 1277 as though part of the
Statute of Marlborough, 277–8

invoked in 1279 but without naming
legislation, 278

invoked in 1279 (but without specifically
saying of legislative origin), 279

invoked in 1285 but without naming
legislation, 280

invoked in 1286 but without naming
legislation, 281
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mortmain, alienation into (cont.)
invoked in 1291 but without naming
legislation, 280–1

possible reinsertion into the Statute of
Marlborough, 191

publication of such legislation denied by
defendants, 278–9

removed from text of 1263 reissue of
Provisions, 146–7

limited scope of draft legislation on, 61–2
measures by religious institutions to prevent,

59–60
non-material objections to, 60
objections of religious institutions to, 59
plaint about, 122–3
reasons seen as damaging to lords, 58–9

Mortmain, Statute of (1279), 279–80
murdrum fine
amounts payable, 78
areas and places where not payable, 78
county variations in custom relating to,

79
general nature, 77
legislation to prevent payment for accidental

deaths, 80, 128
county communities cite legislation to
justices in eyre, 129, 130–1, 282

limited impact on number of fines paid,
284–5

non-observance of legislation in two
counties between 1260 and 1263, 131–2

non-observance of legislation in single
instance in 1279 eyre, 283–4

observance of legislation in eyres in
1261–2, 129, 130, 131

observance of legislation in 1263 eyre,
175–6

observance of legislation after 1267, 282–3
why necessary, 79–80

legitimate ways of avoiding liability for
conviction or abjuration of murderer,

78
‘presentment of Englishry’, 78–9

original purpose, 77
responsibility for payment, 77–8
when invented, 77

Northampton, Assize of (1176), 54, 55

‘Ordinance of Sheriffs’ (October 1258), 26

Palmer, Robert C., legal historian, 156
parliament
provision on attendance at, 19
provision for regular meetings of, 19

parliaments
of April 1258 at London, 16–17
of June 1258 at Oxford, 19, 61
of Michaelmas 1258 at Westminster
preparatory work for, 25

of February 1259 at Westminster, 30–2, 51,
68, 86

commitment to completion of legislation
by November 1259, 31

of June 1259, 34, 159
of Michaelmas 1259 at Westminster, 15
discussion and amendment of the draft
Provisions of Westminster at, 37–8, 52

of mid-September 1265 at Winchester
legislation enacted at, for disinheritance of
supporters of Montfortian regime, 185

of August 1266 at Kenilworth
appointment of committee to make
changes in policy of disinheritance,
185

see also Dictum of Kenilworth
Petition of the Barons (1258)
characterisation of its demands, 21–2
complaint about allowing of seignorial

claims of court by superior lords after
failure of justice proved in lower
seignorial court in, 99

complaint about beaupleder fine in, 90
complaint about demands for attendance at

the sheriff ’s tourn in, 83–4
complaint about extension of obligation of

attendance at coroner’s inquests in, 81
complaint about king’s jury service

exemptions in, 76
complaint about murdrum fine in, 80
demands relating to mortmain alienations in,

61
heterogeneous origins of clauses, 22–4
publication at Oxford in June, 21
relationship to the new clauses of the

penultimate French draft of the
Provisions of Westminster, 34–5

relationship to the Providencia Baronum, 28–9
plea roll evidence for enforcement of

Provisions of Westminster
gaps in, for period between October 1259

and January 1263, 108
gaps in, for period between January 1263

and November 1267, 166–7
Plucknett, T.F.T., legal historian, 5, 251
limitations of exclusive reliance on printed

sources, 388, 396
processes of king’s courts, impediment of
statutory prohibition of, under ch. 3 of the

Statute of Marlborough, 193–4
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article of the eyre enforcing, 368–9
punishment for breaches, 193–4

Providencia Baronum
initial French draft, 27
amendment at parliament of February

1259, 30–1
Latin published text of, 32–3
possible input of legal experts to, 30
possible input of local grievances to, 30
proposed extension of writs of entry outside

degrees in, 157–8
relationship to complaints of the clerical

council of 1258, 29
relationship to the Petition of the Barons,

28–9
Provisions of Westminster of 1259
arrangements for publication, 38
clauses which do not reflect magnate

interests in, 390–1
clauses which favour magnates (but also

others), 391
contrast in nature with Magna Carta and the

Provisions of Merton, 391
formal proclamation at parliament, 15
not mentioned in king’s letter of May 1262,

107
possible interpretations of this, 107

numbering of clauses, 15
penultimate French draft of, 34–7
possibilities of tracing drafting process

behind, 392–4
analogies with other thirteenth-century
legislation, 393

question whether typical of other
contemporary legislation, 394

reasons possible, 394
throws little light on active participants in
process, 394

Provisions of Westminster as reissued in
1263

evidence of publication, 143–4
first reissue of January, 143–4
input of legal experts into, 395
king’s probable role in or input into

redrafting of preamble, 394
political context, 140
revision of preamble for, 145–6
significance of changes in order of clauses in,

160–1
second reissue of June, 144
failure to make necessary revisions in,

144–5
successful lobbying by major religious houses

reflected in, 394–5
Provisions of Westminster as reissued in 1264

main part of text identical with that of 1263
reissues, 162–3

new concluding clause for, 163–4
emphasis on local enforcement, 164

new preamble drafted for, 163
political context, 161
publication of, 164

quare impedit, action of
reduced mesne process in, authorised by

legislation, 136
how far observed by the courts between

1260 and 1263, 136
how far observed by the courts between

1263 and 1267, 176
see also ecclesiastical benefices; judgment by

default

Ramsey, Ranulph, abbot of, 50
redisseisin
procedure established by Provisions of

Merton, ch. 4 for local trial of, 195–6
weaknesses of, 195–6

provisions of ch. 8 of the Statute of
Marlborough on, 195, 379

enforcement through article of the eyre,
379

not specifically invoked in action of 1270
against bailiffs of liberty, 379

specifically invoked by plaintiff in special
writ in 1278, 379

provisions of ch. 8 of the Statute of
Westminster II (1285) requiring
Chancery to keep an enrolled copy of
all writs of redisseisin issued, 380

religious houses, heads of, possession of sole
right to sue for taking of movable
property belonging to house, 149

legislation giving successor right to sue as
well, 149–50

arguments based on, in other litigation,
341–3

cases brought under its provisions after
1307, 340–1

single case brought under its provisions
before 1307, 340

replevin, action of
methods of initiation, 95–6
release of distresses secured through

initiation of
legislation required to ensure (when
initiated by plaint), 98, 382

special procedures introduced when
distresses taken within a franchise with
‘return of writs’ to ensure, 96–8
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replevin, action of, as means of contesting
justice of distraint

for attendance at view of frankpledge, 294–5
for beaupleder fines, 300
for services, 257–62
for suit of court, 252
rules applicable in, 252–3, 254–6

right, writ of, for land
disadvantages of using, compared with writs

of entry, 154–5
royal justices, sessions of, general summonses

to, 93
complaints relating to, 93
draft legislation to restrict the power to issue,

93–4
legislation to restrict, 334–5
see also general eyre

royal monopoly
of authorisation of litigation compelling free

men to answer for their free tenements,
99–100

evidence for disobedience to rule prior to
1259, 100–1

legislation to reaffirm, 101, 382
presentments for breaches of, 382–3
rule invoked in manorial court in 1260,

127
writs obtainable from Chancery for
enforcement by sheriffs, 383–4

of false judgment cases, 99
legislation to reaffirm, 99, 380

of right to compel free men to take oaths in
legal proceedings, 101

doubts about whether allowed sheriffs and
franchise officials to compel free men to
act as jurors at sheriff ’s tourn or view of
frankpledge, 386

enforcement through presentments, 385
enforcement through special action citing
the rule (but not the Statute), 387

held not breached by compulsion to act as
trial juror for thief caught in the act, 387

infringement by bishops prior to 1259,
101–2

infringement by magnates prior to 1259,
103

infringement by sheriffs prior to 1259,
102–3

legislation to reaffirm, 103, 384–5
presentments of infringements between

1259 and 1263, 133–4

St Albans, attempt to convene meeting of
representative knights at, in September
1261, 106

seignorial courts
extent of jurisdiction, 45
frequency of sessions, 44
need for free suitors if to exercise jurisdiction

over free men, 45
see also royal monopolies; suit of court; view

of frankpledge
sheriff ’s tourn
amercement at, 84
proposed reform relating to, 86, 87

attendance at, 83
complaints about demands for, 83–4
demanded from earls and barons, 83–4
demanded from heads of religious houses,

84–5
demanded from those without dwellings
within the juridiction, 84

demanded from woman, 84
draft legislation on, evolution of, 85–7
evidence of extension of demands for,

84–5
legislation on attendance at: enforcement
by justices in action of mesne, 123

observance in litigation against third
parties to secure acquittal, 294

plaint to enforce, 121–2
writs of prohibition to enforce, 115–17,

170–72, 286–8
double presentment system at, 83
nature of, 83
purpose of, 83
see also view of frankpledge

sheriffs
arbitrators appointed to decide question

of future appointment procedures,
106

award of, restoring king’s freedom of
appointment, 107

code of conduct for their behaviour drawn
up, 25–6

committees for oversight of, in each county,
39

compromise on appointment accepted in
November 1261, 106

king’s appointment of own candidates in July
1261, 106

resistance to, 106
reforms of July 1258 relating to their

appointment and tenure, 19
reforms of October 1258 relating to

appointment, 39
statute books, contents, 1
Statute of Marlborough of November 1267
amendments made to the text of the

Provisions for, 189–91
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as final revised reissue of Provisions of
Westminster, 186, 188, 395

contemporary copies of, 186–7
enforcement clause probably not included,

188
evidence for application in common law

actions summarised, 405–7
evidence for enforcement through

plaints and presentments summarised,
407

evidence for enforcement through writs
specifically citing the Statute
summarised, 400–5

evidence for existence of remedies
authorised by the Statute but which did
not cite it summarised, 405

evidence for observance of legislative
changes in process of courts
summarised, 407–8

evidence for observance in relation to
various fines and amercements
summarised, 408–9

new clauses reasserting royal jurisdictional
power, 192–4

new preamble drafted for, 187–8
explaining reasons for legislation, 188
omission of references to earlier versions
of Provisions in, 188

role assigned to king and lieges in making
of legislation by, 187–8

possible omission of cl. 11 of the 1259
Provisions from, 189

Stubbs, William, bishop of Oxford, editor and
historian, 3

suit of court to seignorial courts
charters of feoffment and obligation of,

47–8, 49, 51, 52
consequences of division of a tenement

between coheirs on the obligation, 50,
51, 53

continuous performance since the Conquest
as title to demand, 51

distinct from subjection to court’s
jurisdiction, 44

division of a tenement owing
actions to enforce rights and obligations
on, under the Provisions of
Westminster, 115, 178–9, 263–71

how lords established their right to claim
prior to 1259, 47–50

legislative reforms relating to
application in lord’s common law action
in 1263, 175

final revisions made at the Michaelmas
parliament of 1259, 53

initial draft of, presented to the
Candlemas parliament of 1259,
51–2

most elaborate clauses in the Provisions
of Westminster, 43

revisions made for the Michaelmas
parliament of 1259, 52–3

revisions made for the 1263 reissue,
147

revisions made for the Statute of
Malborough, 189–90

lord’s new legal action to enforce
as initially proposed, 52
as subsequently emended, 53
no evidence for creation or use, 115,

251
nature of, 44
performance prior to 1230 as title to

demand, 52–3
possible misunderstandings about,

113
reasons for lords to wish to enforce the

obligation, 45–6
reasons for tenants to wish to escape the

obligation, 46–7
right to appoint attorneys to perform,

47
seen as incident of tenure
by the king’s courts up to 1241, 48
by lords prior to 1259, 49–50

tenant views of how obligation created,
50–1

tenant’s new legal action to challenge unjust
distraint for

as initially proposed, 52
as subsequently amended, 53
see also contra formam feoffamenti

Treharne, R.F., historian, 4

Urban IV, pope, renewal of papal bull absolving
Henry III from oath to observe
reforms, 107

vengeance for wrongs, recent practice of, 192,
358–9

statutory prohibition of, by Statute of
Marlborough, 192, 367

punishment for breach of, 192–3
writ for enforcement of, 367

view of frankpledge, attendance at, extension
of legislation on attendance at sheriff ’s
tourn to cover

earliest case to show, of 1270,
288–9
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view of frankpledge (cont.)
invoked in replevin case in 1295, 294–5
litigation brought by abbots and priors,

291–3
litigation brought by archbishops and

bishops, no examples prior to 1307,
293

litigation brought by those not resident
within jurisdiction, 289–91

litigation brought by women, 293
prohibitions citing, become essential first

stage in cases after 1274, 289
see also sheriff ’s tourn

Walerand, Robert, 16, 196
wardship of lands held by knight service,

evasion of, by tenants, (i) by
enfeoffment of underage heirs,
196–7

accepted by court in 1250 case, 198
how worked, 197
legitimate purposes of, 197–8, 274
litigation pending in 1267 that suggested

need for legislation, 198–9
wardship of lands held by knight service,

evasion of, by tenants, (ii) by leases
made though enfeoffment reserving
services in excess of value of land,
200

how worked, 200
litigation of 1262 that suggested need for

legislation, 200–2
provisions of Statute of Marlborough, ch. 6

in relation to, 202–3
wardship of lands held by knight service,

enforcement and application of
legislation seeking to prevent evasion,
(i) by enfeoffment of underage heirs

problems of applicability when wife
enfeoffed with underage heir, 274–5

problems for lords in knowing whom to sue,
273–4

provisions, 272–5
where lords pleaded legislation in defence,

273
where lords pleaded legislation in support of

claims, 273

wardship of lands held by knight service,
enforcement and application of
legislation seeking to prevent evasion,
(ii) by leases made through ‘feigned’
feoffments

cases where mentioned or applied, 275–7
evidence for change to mechanism of

‘feigned’ feoffment envisaged by
Statute, 275–6

evidence for executive action by lords
against, 276–7

evidence that primary purpose to secure
leases, 275

wardship of lands held by socage
damages awarded from 1262 onwards against

lords usurping, 124, 272
entitlement to, 66–7
held in trust for the heir, 67
plaint about waste committed by guardians

during, 122
see also accountability of socage guardians

waste
committed by lessees, legislation to restrict,

63–4
evidence of writ issued under, 345
rules of invoked in action of covenant in

1304, 346–7
superseded by Statute of Gloucester
(1278), ch. 5, 345–6

writ against curtesy tenant supposedly
authorised by, 346

writ against tenant for life supposedly
authorised by, 346

concern with inadequacy of legal protection
against, 64

Westminster, Provisions of see Provisions of
Westminster

Westminster I (1275), Statute of
chapter 16, 375
chapter 39, 208–10

Westminster II (1285), Statute of
chapter 5, 309
chapter 8, 380
chapter 11, 321
chapter 27, 312

Westminster hall, Provisions of Westminster
published in, 15, 38
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